
- You select the first SIM card.

- Then select the last SIM card you want to work

while the “shift” key is held down.

The remaining SIM cards are now automatically    

added to your work list.

“Edit” details and editing SIM cards

To view details or edit SIM card data, click on the SIM 

card line / row or select “Edit”.

SimOnline Quickguide

Login

Domain ID

When you log in to www.simsonline.dk,  

enter a domain id, username and password.

Remember login

If you select “Remember login”, that login will be 

remembered for 24 hours from last login.

NB! When changing IP address, you are automatically logged 
out by the system.

The SIM card page 

The following are displayed by default.

Search 

On the SIM card page, field search is always visible. 

The “search” box, at the top, searches in all visible 

fields.

“Clear search” - Reset

If you have made one or more searches, you can use 

the clear search button to reset all searches and 

automatically return to the simcard page.

“Shift” - marking your SIM cards

By holding down the “shift” key on your keyboard, 

you can select your SIM cards at once:
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Edit fields

In the SIM card details, “Fields”, you can edit the 

fields marked with green.

You can go back to the SIM card list by clicking the 

arrow next to the SIM card’s phone number. 

“Activate” - SIM card activation

Select the number of SIM cards you want to activate, 

and then click the “Activate” button. A new screen 

with a short summary opens. You must now confirm 

the desired activation. 

Explanation of icons

Green WIFI = Active

Gray WIFI = Not enabled

Green pause = Suspended / blocked

Red X = Terminated.

Green pause + red X = Waiting for termination / ter-

mination period in progress.

Usage 

“View consumption” - see consumption for one or 

more SIM cards. 

For the SIM cards you choose, the number will be 

displayed here.

To view the consumption of the selected SIM card, 

click “More” under “View consumption”. A new page 

automatically opens for the selected SIM cards.

Your selected SIM cards, “selected SIM cards”, is 

now opened under “consumption”.

“Date range” lets you choose the period for which 

you want to see the consumption.

Sim cards that have no usage for the specified peri-

od will not appear on the list.



Create an event/Alert for Consumption
- Select -  Events - in the top tab of SimOnline
- Press the  - Create consumption control - report

button

- Type in a report name (This will be on the text of the

alarm mail that will be sent out)

- Select which project or selection the Event/Alarm is

to be connected to.

- Select one of the SimOnline fields that has to be in-

   cluded in the report. (eg. Comment box)

- Type “check on” to include domain name and project name.
- Select consumption and then fill in the amount of Data, SMS or whatever comsumption limit/usage you 

want the alarm to send a notification. (By data, a calculator will appear to help calculate the correct bytes)

- Select Period (Since yesterday or from the beginning of the month)

- Type in recipients and write mail to the person who has to receive the alarm

- Press - Review and create-  and the event / Alert is started.

Consumption list: 
Consumption is shown in 3 levels:

1) Summary: The sum of all sim cards for the

selected period.

2) SIM cards: Total per sim card for the selected

period.

To see detailed consumption, click on the SIM card, 

in list 2, where 3 will be displayed.

To view consumption for a particular consumption 

type, select the desired “SMS” or “Data” tab.

To return to the overview, click the arrow at the top 

left corner.

Sum og liste

Detaljer - SMS

Detaljer - Data
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